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ABSTRACT 

With low power usage, safety and security are the most important topics ever being discussed in almost every 

domain like industrial applications, surveillance, offices and smart environments. Conventional surveillance 

systems lack due to unnecessary wastage of power and the shortcomings of memory conditions in the absence of 

invasion. In this paper, we are developing a surveillance system which will evaluate the development of a low 

cost security system using PIR (Pyro-electric Infrared) sensor connected to a micro-controller unit with ultra-

low power alert. This micro-controller system will sense the signal from PIR sensor detecting the presence of 

human beings not at thermal equilibrium with the surroundings. Detection of presence of any intruder in any 

specific time interval triggers the signal which will wakes up the micro-controller unit (MCU). After MCU 

detects the signal from sensor, it will start the web camera. The mat lab will record the time from the sensor 

detection of intruder until it loses the signal of intruder and displays the time on the captured image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

We will discuss the issue of Safety and security in almost each and every domain of development like 

surveillance, industrial applications, offices etc. The conventional surveillance systems will take considerably 

long time to whether there is an intruder or not. If there is no intruder, the sensing device will continue to work 

and consumes lot of power. To meet the increased requirement of the International Energy Agency (IEA) we 

have to reduce the stand by time and power of electrical equipment to less than 1 watt. One way of increasing 

the power efficiency is the accurate control of equipment by both software and hardware. 

Embedded surveillance systems are frequently being used in home, industries, offices, factory and highway 

vehicle monitoring for image detection but this application requires a high performance core which works 

opposite to some advantages of embedded system such as low cost and low power consumption. 

The main objective of this project is to reduce the power consumption of conventional surveillance system by 

turning off the power supply of sensing element and web camera. In this project we are also reducing the use of 

power which is used to store the data. 
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1.1 Surveillance System 

Surveillance is the monitoring of the activities and behavior or other varying information usually of people for 

the purpose of influencing, directing, managing or protecting. The surveillance word is a French word which 

means “Watch Over”. The word surveillance may be applied to observation from distance by using electronic 

equipment such as CCTV and cameras. The surveillance security is very useful for the governments and law 

enforcements to maintain social control, recognize and monitor threats and prevent or investigate criminal 

activity. 

A home security and surveillance system is the essential part of any modern time’s automated home. The basic 

design of a surveillance system starts with analyzing the requirements of the inhabitants, surveying the existing 

technology and hardware, verifying system costs, preferring monitoring choices and finally installing the plan. 

In addition to perimeter and interior protection offered by surveillance system includes features that enables the 

inhabitants to observe the environmental conditions inside and outside of home when they are at home or away 

from home. 

The design of a surveillance system provides protection for the entire perimeter of the home as well as visual 

and audio based surveillance monitoring. Security system sensors are designed to detect sound, window and 

door intrusion, air movement, motion, body heat, and other conditions that indicate the presence of an intruder. 

A good surveillance system design should consider the best plan for existing home as well as new homes. It 

should also consider the way of living of the inhabitants, the location of valuable things or any item to be 

protected, how the system has to be controlled and all type of response required.The design choices are in 

number and varied due to inventions in home security technology and the availability of compact, low cost 

video surveillance system. 

 

1.2 Types of Surveillance System 

There are various types of home surveillance systems that will be useful in security system. Some of them are 

1.2.1Wireless Security Systems 

Wireless surveillance systems will use battery powered radio transmitters and receivers to connect the various 

components such as sensors, cameras, motion detectors, buzzers, controller units, keypads and video displays. 

These types of security systems are usually available at a local hardware store or on the internet and often 

designed for self-installation purpose. 

Wireless security systems are having some advantages like easy to install, avoid expensive and time consuming 

task of installation of new wires in the walls of existing homes. Wireless sensors are designed to transmit a 

unique id number to a controller which enables us to take the components with us when shifting to a new 

location. Wireless sensors, motion detectors and video cameras are often installed in locations which are not 

accessible for wired equipment. It has some disadvantages also like wireless system design specifications can 

limit the distance between sensors, cameras and the central controller because they require continuous 

replacement of batteries. Most professional builders prefer wireless systems as a last choice. 

1.2.2 Hard wired Security and Surveillance System 

Hard-wired security and police work systems use wires put in within the walls, attics, crawl areas, and 

underground toconnect the sensors to a central controller. Police work cameras or microphones also are wired to 
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speakers, video switchers, andvideo display monitors. A hard-wired system style usually uses power from the 

house AC power wiring because the primarysource. The most parts of a hard-wired system area unit embrace a 

central panel, sensors, one or a lot of keypads, motiondetectors, smoke and fireplace sensors, cameras, camera 

switchers, video displays, and sirens. 

This System has some blessings like hard-wired security systems area unit thought-about by most contractors to 

be a lot of reliablethan wireless systems, the hard-wired parts area unit typically less visible and a lot of 

esthetically pleasing than wirelesscomponents, Hard-wired systems don't rely on batteries apart from equipment 

failure backup protection and downsides suchas Hard-wired systems area unit dearer than wireless systems, 

issues will arise within the installation of sensors in existinghomes wherever some areas don't seem to be 

accessible for actuation wires within the walls. 

1.2.3 Remote Access Systems 

A remote access system provides the aptitude to observe and management a home security system from a 

location faraway from thehome. Telephony to the house followed by a key range code permits the caller to get 

standing info regardingenvironmental and device condition. Remote systems can even be programmed to 

decision a particular signaling oncecertain environmental conditions exceed a longtime threshold. A special 

synthesized voice response system provides thecaller with associate degree hearable report. The caller, with 

correct coded inputs, can even perform all identical management functions from a far offlocation that area unit 

accessible on the computer keyboard within the home. 

This type of ancient police investigation systems suffer from associate degree uncalled-for waste of power and 

also the shortcomings of memoryconditions within the absence of invasion. The normal police investigation 

systems take a protracted time to observe whether or not there's anyintruder. If there's no interloper, the sensing 

device that continuous to figure and consumes a lot of power. to fulfill the increased requirements of the IEA 

we've got to scale back the standby power of every electrical equipment to but one Watt. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

From the police investigation systems explicit on top of we tend to completed that these systems square measure 

in incessantly on position though there's nointruder. Thus it consumes abundant power and additionally use 

massive memory of the system for storing the information or image captured by internetcamera hooked up to the 

system that additionally in incessantly on position.So to cut back the facility consumption of the standard 

closed-circuit television we tend to planned the embedded closed-circuit televisionusing radical low alert power 

that consists of PIR sensing element that is low power sensing element. 

 

2.1 System Architecture 

Fig. one shows the embedded closed-circuit television that has 2 teams of sensors, indoor and out of doors. The 

out of doors detector clustercontains variety of PIR and pressure sensors placed close to windows and doors of a 

home. Once the out of doors sensors sense an intruder, the MCU is woken up and activates the facility for the 

indoor PIR and supersonic sensors. Once this can be completed, thedecision signal passes to the embedded 

board GPIO (General purpose input and output). The computer code module of the facilityembedded board 
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activates the net camera to capture pictures and user will read the pictures captured by the house police 

investigationsystem through the web. 

In this paper the alerting sensors with low-power consumption area unit placed close to those home windows 

and doors wherever anintruder should submit to. Additionally paper proposes a PIR sensing element based 

mostly low price security system for home applications within whichPassive Infrared (PIR) sensing element has 

been enforced to sense the motion of human through the detection of infrared radiatedfrom that material body. 

PIR device doesn't emit an infrared beam however passively accepts incoming actinic radiation. Figureshows 

the diagram of whole system. PIR sensing element detects the presence of human within the home and generates 

pulse that isread by the microcontroller. Once an interloper enters the sensing space, the sensors come to life the 

sleeping MCU (Micro ControllerUnit) that starts the ability provide for the indoor sensors for the signal 

transmission to the embedded system. The embeddedsurveillance system determines the sensing element results 

then decides whether or not to begin the online camera to capture pictures. We usethe MCU’s sleep mode to cut 

back the alert power consumption for our home embedded closed-circuit television once there's nointruder thus 

on improve the standard closed-circuit television while not wasting the ability. To secure embedded police 

worksystem against thieving, crime, fire, etc. a robust security system is needed not solely to discover however 

additionally pre-empt hazards.Conventional security systems use cameras and method giant amounts of 

knowledge to extract options with high price and thereforerequire vital infrastructure. 

 

2.2 Outdoor Sensor Group 

To reduce the facility consumption of the alert state we have a tendency to mix pressure switches and PIR 

sensors. The pressure switchesused area unit skinny and placed on the bottom. once AN unwelcome person 

invades the realm near the pressure switches, the PIR sensors wakeup the MCU. 

2.2.1 PIR (Pyro Electric Infrared) Sensor 

PIR sensing element is largely made from electrical phenomenon sensors to develop an electrical signal in 

response to a modification within the incident thermalradiation. each living body emits some low level 

radiations and also the hotter the body, the additional is emitted radiation. Detectionrange of sensing element is 

3m to 7m roughly. so as to form the field Of view (FOV) of the sensing element, the detector is providedwith 

lenses before of it. The lens used here is cheap and light-weight plastic materials with transmission 

characteristicssuited for the specified wavelength vary. To hide abundant larger space, detection lens is break up 

into multiple sections, every sectionof that could be lenses. Lenses condenses lightweight, providing a bigger 

vary of IR to the sensing element it will span over many tensof degree breadth. So total configuration improves 

immunity to changes in background temperature, noise or wetness andcauses a shorter subsidence time of the 

output when a body enraptured in or out the FOV. 

 

2.3 Indoor Sensor Group 

For indoor, we have a tendency to use PIR sensors and multi-frequency supersonic sensors. Within the 

supersonic sensors we have a tendency to use a typical generator chipto design a sq. wave generator and change 

the resistances and capacitance to come up with a multi-frequency supersonictransmission. The supersonic 

electrical device transforms the voltage wave into Associate in nursing supersonic transmission and also the 
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electrical device ofthe receiver transforms the supersonic transmission into the voltage wave. Since the receiver 

could expertise externalinterference at totally different frequencies, it's necessary to screen the filter signals 

outside the receiving frequency and also the signalinput to the electronic equipment and also the comparator; 

alternative supersonic sensors are vulnerable to refractive interference, so we useseveral supersonic sensors at 

the receiving finish, the count of the overall range of supersonic sensors, invariably being the bulk ofthe sensors 

triggered, is when the vote sent to the MCU. 

It featured by distinct distances to moving objects are often detected and measured by supersonic device. It 

additionally less affectedby target materials and surfaces, and not littered with color. It will discover tiny objects 

over long operative distances. This deviceis immune to external disturbances like vibration, actinic ray, and 

close noise and EMI radiation. 

 

2.4 Web Camera 

A Web camera could be a video camera that feeds its pictures in real time to a laptop or electronic network, 

usually via USB, Ethernet or Wi-Fi. Their preferred use is that the institution of video links, allowing computers 

to act as videophones orvideoconference stations. Web camera popularly use for security police work, laptop 

vision, video broadcasting, and forcastording social videos. Webcams generally embrace a lens, a picture 

sensing element, support natural philosophy, and will conjointly embracea mike for sound. 

 

2.5 Software Tools 

Our style consists of the inner MCU package module and therefore the home embedded system package 

module. In the MCUsoftware module, once a persona non grata has been detected, the MCU wakes up the bulk 

call to check the brink, and thenturn on the facility provide for the indoor sensors. If the indoor sensors find no 

persona non grata once the out of doors sensors area unitmisjudging, the MCU turns off for the facility of indoor 

sensors and goes back to the sleep state. 

We use ARM7TDMI-S Microcontroller as embedded board. it's with period emulation and embedded trace 

support thatcombine the microcontroller with embedded high-speed nonvolatile storage starting from thirty two 

kilobyte to 512 kilobyte. 
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2.5 Flowchart 

Our style consists of the interior MCU software system module and therefore the home embedded system 

software system module. In the MCUsoftware module, once associate degree trespasser has been detected, the 

MCU wakes up the bulk call to check the edge, and thenturn on the facility provide for the indoor sensors. If the 

indoor sensors observe no trespasser once the out of doors sensors are misjudging, the MCU turns off for the 

facility of indoor sensors and goes back to the sleep state. Fig. a pair of shows the MCU software systemflow 

chart. 

 

III. RESULTS 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Finally we have developed a project for security with PIR sensor and MATLAB in PC for capturing images. 

This micro-controller system will sense the signal from PIR sensor detecting the presence of human beings not 

at thermal equilibrium with the surroundings. Detection of presence of any intruder in any specific time interval 

triggers the signal which will wakes up the micro-controller unit (MCU). After MCU detects the signal from 

sensor, it will start the web camera. The mat lab will record the time from the sensor detection of intruder until it 

loses the signal of intruder and displays the time on the captured image.  
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